
Inspiration to
help you inspire.
Apple products can be powerful teaching
tools, especially when educators get the
support and know-how to fully unlock their
capabilities. So weʼve developed curricula
that make it easier to bring coding and core
creative skills to every subject. Weʼve also
designed programs to help teachers learn
from each other, professional learning
resources to build skills and confidence with
iPad and Mac, and initiatives to recognize
pioneers in education. All to empower them to
be the best teachers they can be.
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Everyone Can Create

A curriculum that brings creative
expression to every subject.

As a teacher, you know that creativity is an essential skill. We created a new
collection of project guides that helps teach students to develop and

communicate ideas through drawing, photography, music, and video. And it gives
you fun and meaningful ways to ignite student creativity by bringing these skills

into any lesson, topic or assignment.

Learn more about Everyone Can Create

Explore the collection of project guides





https://www.apple.com/education/everyone-can-create/
https://apple.co/everyonecancreate


Teaching Code

An immersive program to help you
teach the language of innovation.

Coding is essential to help students thrive in a future driven by technology. We created
the comprehensive Everyone Can Code curriculum with lessons on iPad and Mac,

teacher guides, and apps to make it easy to teach coding in your classroom. And by
earning App Development with Swift Certification, aspiring app developers can

demonstrate their readiness to take the next step in learning.

Learn more about Teaching Code 

https://www.apple.com/education/teaching-code/


Great teachers never stop learning.
And we fully support that.

Weʼve created a suite of comprehensive learning programs exclusively for educators.
Theyʼre designed to take you from foundational skills to integrating iPad and Mac into

everyday lessons to the newest techniques in classroom innovation.

Teach in ways youʼve
always imagined.
You inspire the next generation of leaders. You make
complex ideas easy to understand. And youʼre
always looking for new ways to engage your
students. So weʼve gathered a series of tips, stories,
and other helpful materials to keep you inspired.

Discover tips, stories, and lessons 

Apple Teacher
Apple Teacher is a free, self-paced
professional learning program. Build skills
on iPad and Mac that directly apply to
activities with your students, and earn
recognition for what you learn.

Learn more

Join Apple Teacher





Apple Professional Learning
Discover new ways to bring your lessons
to life with Apple products, whether youʼre
building basic skills, looking to enrich
everyday activities with iPad and Mac, or
are ready to completely transform your
classroom.

Learn more 

https://www.apple.com/education/teachers/
https://www.apple.com/education/apple-teacher/
https://appleteacher.apple.com/auth/#/signup/
https://www.apple.com/education/apple-professional-learning/


Helping teachers learn by example.
Youʼre always looking for new ways to engage your students. And the best ideas usually
come from fellow educators. Thatʼs why weʼve gathered advice and insights from those

who have successfully integrated Apple products in their classrooms — so you can do the
same in yours.

“I am constantly looking to
grow in my profession.
Apple Teacher has opened
up new ways to inspire
and engage my students.”

Mr. Cramer
Lombardi School Teacher

Apple Distinguished
Educators
Learn from and connect with innovative
educators around the world who share
their expertise through Multi-Touch
books, Twitter chats, and iTunes U
courses on a variety of subjects.

Apple Distinguished Schools
Discover how innovative schools are
successfully implementing their
technology initiatives, and how to use their
best practices for iPad, Mac, apps, and
Multi-Touch books at your school.

Learn more 

Education Products for Learning Tools for Teaching Curriculum IT and Deployment How to Buy

https://www.apple.com/education/apple-distinguished-schools/
https://www.apple.com/education/
https://www.apple.com/education/products/
https://www.apple.com/education/teaching-tools/
https://www.apple.com/education/it/
https://www.apple.com/education/how-to-buy/


“The training and support
that we get from Apple helps
teachers unlock the full
potential of using
technology in the classroom.”
Mrs. Weisenberger
Lombardi School Principal

Learn more 

Tools for Teaching

Apps that help you put
the power of
technology to work. In
and out of class.
Weʼve developed tools to make it easy for you to
guide how your students use devices and apps in the
classroom, and to provide valuable insight into each

https://www.apple.com/education/apple-distinguished-educator/


student s̓ progress. So you can focus on what s̓ most
important: teaching.

Learn more about Tools for Teaching 
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